Let C, be the semigroup of all the n X tr circulant Boolean matrices (n > 2), and let R be a nonzero element in C,. The sandwich semigroup of C,(R) is the set C, together with the multiplication rule A * B = ARB. For a given idempotent I, in
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we examine an important property of finite semigroups for the specific case of sandwich semigroups of circulant Boolean matrices.
Let B = (0, 1) be a Boolean algebra, and let C, be the set of all the n X n circulant matrices over B (n > 2). The elements of C, are all of the *The research of the author was supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9123318. In [B], Schwan gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix in C, to belong to (see the first paragraph of Section 2) a give idempotent 1 of C,. This is a particular case of the sandwich semigroup C,,(R) with R = E. The purpose of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for an element in C,(R) to belong to a given idempotent Zrrd of C,,(R) for an arbitrary sandwich matrix R. The result of Schwarz in [B] will be included in the result of this note as the special case of R = E.
LZNEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLZCATlONS

PRELIMINARIES
Let S be a finite semigroup. For an arbitrary x E S, it is well known (see [5] ) that the sequence {x, x2, x3,. . .} contains one and only one idempotent in the sense that an element e E S is said to be an idempotent if e2 = e. Denote this idempotent by e,. As in [8] , we say that x belongs to the idempotent e,. Also, if e is an idempotent, we let K(e) = {x E Sle, = e} = (x E SI x k = e for some positive integer k} .
Denote by Id(S) the set of all the idempotents in S. Since each element of S belongs to a unique idempotent, we have PEIXS) where all the sets K(e), e E Id(S), are disjoint. Moreover, if S is commutative, K(e) is the maximal subsemigroup of S that contains e and no other idempotent (see [5, p. 211 , [8] , or [9] ). In Section 3, we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for A E C,(R) to belong to a given idempotent of C,(R).
For convenience, some notation and definitions are given in the following. 
m times
The following theorem is given in [7] . It will be applied in Section 3 to prove the main result. 
MAIN RESULTS
In this section, a necessary and sufficient condition for A E C,(R) to belong to the idempotent element I,,, E C,(R) is given, where I,, d is an idempotent element in C,(R) described in Theorem 2.6. This implies that there exists an integer pj, 1 < pj < t -1, such that mj = pjd (mod n). Note that 1 < mj, pjd < n. It follows that mj = pjd. Then (rO, ri,. . . , rl> is a sequence of integers such that 0 < r0 < ri < .** < r,. If I > 1, let sj = 1; -r0 (j = 1,2,. . . , I). Then R = prod-"( E + ps,d + . . . +ZNd).
Also, 61, s2.. . .> sl> is a sequence of positive integers such that 0 < si < sp < **' < s1 < t. If 1 > 1, then (si, s2, . . . , sl) is called the d-sequence of R. If 1 = 0, we take the d-sequence of R to be the empty sequence. 
Proof.
Since R = P", the d-sequence of R is zero. By Theorem 3.5, the conclusion is obvious. n REMARK. When v = 0, then Corollary 3.6 is the same as Theorem 1 in
b31.
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